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Corrup_ pg Effects of Power

Ahotract

y ut1iege students were randomly assigned to be high or low-power

and tnte acted with an ther who consistently cooperated, consirently

ted, or alternate!. , coope ed and competed. Low-power pers ns

were hypothesized tO be motivated to take another's cognitive perspective

in order to reduce their uncer eitty and to help them decide how to act

increase their outcomes. Low-power parsons were also expected to

reciprocate the other's cooperation or conpetitio high-power persons

were expe ted t be indifferent to the other behavior. Results

,
indicated that, compared to high power ubject low-power subje

more inte e ted in knowing the other's int ntione (b) cooperative,

(c) attracted to the other, and (d) willing to facilitate the other

outcomes to the extent the other had acted 'cooperatively.' Results y

be interpretedras euggesting that the arrogance of the powerful and the

the l -_ powerful msy be due, in part, to'unequal motives

for cognitive perspective-taking and for responding to the other's

cooperative gestu
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-Corrtpting Effects of Un goal Power:

Cognitive Perspective-Taking and Cooperatton

The arrogance and 1 -4t of compassiOn of the powerful and the

intimidation and vigilance of those subject,to poWer A recurrent- t eons-

in popular and scholarly writings on families, organizations, and

societies. Llitle research, however, has'investigated the validity of

these thei or clarified the dynmmics of the corrosive,effects of unequal

power. Solomon ,(1960) speculated that low-power persons are suspicions,of

high-power persons becaune thiay fear that the powerful ,csn exploit ihem-

ith little concern for retribution, Kipnis (1972) found support for

the notion that unequal power ropts" relationships: The persons who

had power belittled the, pertorsnce Of the uhorditu d sought'

gates two

variables related to arrogance and vigilance in unequal pOwer relationships:

psychologi al.distance from him. The present atudy'

Cognitive pe pective-takifts and cooperation.

Taking another person's perspective is accurately understanding-his

view of the present situation and his cognitive and affective reactions

(Flavell, 19744 krks, 1971:..loh Son01975). Recent research

suggests that visual, affective, and cognitive perspective-taking should

be distinguished (Johnson, 19754 Kurdek 6 Rodgon, 1975). Cognitive

perspactive-taking is understanding the other personta Intentions and

-

tis plans for future setion. CognitIve perspective-taking would appear

to be use ul in cooperation to help one c ordinate his behavior with

others and also to be useful in competi ion to help one outdo others.

Cooperative behavior in chara2erized by the attempt to increase the

outcomes of all involved persons; coinietiti.ve behavior, by the a Pi=
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to g&n greater outcomes than others.- Coop r_ zion is also characterized

by attraction and the-desire to facilitate the outcomes of othera

(Deut.ch, 1962; Kelley & Thibaut, 1969).

Some previous evidence suggests that power and the motivation to

take another's perspective are related. Thomas, Franks, and Calonica

(1972) argued that low-powerpersons are more accurate perspective-takers

than high-power per c-use they need this information to obtain

outcomes whereas htgh-power persons can rely on their formal power to

gain outcomes. Thomas and his colleagues found, for example, that

children were more accurate perspective-takers of their parents than

the parents were of them. Low-power persona.have been found to be'

nfident about their attributions-of the intentions of high-power persons,
-----

perhaps because they had strong Incentives to understand and predict the

high-power person's behavior (Johnson & Ewens, 1971).

Since low-power persofss are heavily dependent on the actions of the

AN) ful, they can be expected to try to understand and predict the

intentions o f the high-pover person. By doing so, the low-power persons

can reduce their uncertainty about their ftitut-, outcomes (information

value). Moreover, this knowledge of the high-power person's intenticns

can help them decide how to act in order to increase their outcomes

(reward value) (Cohen, 1959; Thomas, franks, & Calonic 1972). Because

high-power persons are less dependent on the 1 -powerperson, they can

be expected to be more certain about th future outcomes and relatively

unconcerned about accurately predic_ing the other's behavior so that

they can ad behavior to increase their outcomes.
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in addition to heightened i_-erest i_ the high powerful's cognitive

perspec ive, the dependency of low-power pe-sons implies that they have

much to gain from establishing cooperative interaction with the high-power

person and much to lose from exploitation by the high-power person.

Consequently, lowrpower persons way act.cooperatively when the high-power

person acts cooperatively; the low-power.persons may protect themselves

by acting competitively when the.h ower person acts cOmp -itively.

Since high-powe- persons' outcomeaare not so dependent the low-power

person's actions',' they may be more indifferent to the behavior of the

low-power person. :They:may act cooperatively_or competitively largely

for their own individual reasons.

The.dependency of low-power persona aldo Implies that their

cooperative behavior may-he attributed to the external caucie of fear _

ibution; the high-power person's cooperative behavio _y be

attributed to the internal commitient to helping the 100-power person

(Thibaut & Riecken. 1955). A high-power person's coope ive actions

May then induce the low-power person to like d to b- willing to help

the person as-well as to behave cooperatively; a low-power person's

cooperative, actions may not induce attraction, a desire' to facilitate,

or cooperative behavior.

Based on the above rationale, the following hypotheses are proposed:

Compared to high-power persons, lowpOwer persons have a higher level

f motivati n to take the -th- s co Itive Perspective-both pri6r

and during social interaction.

-(1: To the extent the other person has acted cooperatively, ow-power

'persons (a) act cooperatively, (b ) are w lling to facilitate the
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other's outcomes, and ) are attracted to the other; high-

power person's cooPerative behavior, intent to facilitate, and

attraction are unaffected by-the low-power person's actio

Nethod

flesgn

The overall design implied a facto ial analysis of variance with

between-subjec and one within-subjects factors. The between-

subjects factors w re(a) relative p_ er of the person (high and low)

and (b) social interaction (cooperation, competition, and cooperation-

competition). The within subjects factor was time of measurement

(Pre-tisk and mid-tas00.

Power can be defined as the capacity to affect outcomes (Thibaut'

& Kelley, 1959). The high-power person in this study had a greater

capacity to affect the outcomes of the other person than did the low-

power person. Subjects in the high-power condition we e assIgned the

role of Person 2 and subjects in the low-power condition were assigned

the role of Person I (see Figure 1). The operationalization of the

social interaction variable is given below.

Insert Figure 1 ahout here

= = = =

The dependent Variables were, motivation to take the other's

cognitive perspective and cooper tion. Motivation for cognitive

perspective-taking was defined ,as interest in knowing the other'
-/

intentions as to how he planned to behave in their interaction.

Specifically, subjects rated their interest on 4 7-point Likert-type
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i[tIW Included on th_ pretask and mid-task questionnaires in

rceivtng a message from the other. This message wouldevealthe

choiceb the uther person intended to make on'the subseque__ interaction

t ials and the strategy he planned to -se. Cooperation was dained as

(a) cooperative behavior, (b) intent to facilitate the other's outco

and (c) attraction. To measure cooperafive behavior, the total number

of coopera ive choices in the interaction were tabulated. Subjects'

ratings on a 7-point Likert-type scale item includedion the mid-task

questionnai e measured the Intent to facilitate the other person's

outcomes. On'another 7-point item on this questionnaire, subjects

indicated the extent to which they were attracted to the other person.

:Subjects

The subjects were 90 student volunteer_ enrolled in introductory

educati nal pacyhology courses at The Pennsylv-__ia State University.

For participation in the study, the students received credit points that

could be applied toward their course grade.

Task

The subjects were given a form of the Prisoner's Dilemma matr x

taken from Solomon (1960.- The matrix ( ee Figure 1) indicated the

available Choices aud the number of "points" they would earn based on

the combination of their and the other person's ghoices. In order to

insure that subjecta were motivated to gain points, they were told that

their likelihood of winning a $15 lottery depended on the baud nuMbei

of:points which they accumulated. n actuality, each subject was giVen

An equal rhance to win the lottery at the end of the experiment.)

Subjects were informed that the object of the aak was "To gain as many
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for_yourself." Subjects were told that separate

hit --LAW be held for Pe-: on 1 apd Person 2 subjects to avoid

predisposin- them to compete with the other person.

rocedure

--Each subject was sche6uled in conjunct on with one of six female

eoafed ates. The subject upon arrival In the waiting roo was

7

0:_wort d by the expeimenter to a chamber where he was told that he was

participating in an experiment dealing with decision-making. The

subject then read a set of instructions which acquainted him -ith

m.trrix and how to perform the task. In order to insure that the subject

understood the sttuation, the subject completed a quiz which required

him to indicate the payoffs for Person 1 and Person 2 for each of the

four combina

At this juncture in the experimental procedure, the _relative poW-r

e person was manipulated by randomly assigning subjects to be4)1

ther Person 1 (low power) or Person 2 'Olighpower When 'the subject

was Person 1, the confederate participated as the high-poWer person;

wh:n the subject was Person 2, theconfederate participated as the 1ow-

power person.

The subject then answered a p -task,question designed to Mea

his motivation to take the cognitive perspective of the other perst

Ihe subject was then brought into another experimental room. The

2xperimenter excnsed himself and escorted the confederate (who

housed in a third room) into the room where the subject was seat

pa- ition Isolated-the subject from the experimenter and the confederate.

The experimen er then briefly reviewed the matrix and eight trials

9
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_the duled 20 rrta.ls were completed. In c,rderto keep the subject

informed of his progress, a tally sheet in the form of a 2 x Z-matrix

provided, and the subject tecorded the outcome of each trial in

e appropriate cell.

The social interaction treatments were implemented by the%

manipulation of the confederate's choice; tiering the first eight trtals.

In the tonPeration condition, the subject received cooperative responses--

for the tirst eight ttials, that is, the confederate chose "A" if she

was Person 2 and Chose "X" if'she was Person 1. Options
"A" d Ix"

were he oper_ ionalizationS of cooperation because th_ e choices help

e subject And the confederate increase their mutual point totals. In

ihe conpetition coindition, the subject receIve-competitive reeponses for

the first eight trlials, that is the con ederate choae "IS"' if she was

P _n 2 and chose "Y1- if she was Person 1. Options 111"--and "Y"

the oPerationalizations of competition because they represent a_ e

to gain more points than.the-subject. in the eooperation=competition

cuudition, ihe subject received four coOperative and four competitive

responses in an established, irregular order.

At the completion of eighttrials, the experimenter stopped the

task and informed the participants that more infori lon-was tosbe

collected. The subfect was lecito believe that 12 more trIals w- e

to occur after the cempletion of a short'questionnaire. 'The subject
6

(4nd the confederate) were r turned to their respective rooms. The

checknuhject was given.the mid-task questiohnaire designed (a) to

the experimental inductions', (b):to meaeure-for a second time his

motivation for cognitive perspective-taking, an& c) to measure his
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intent co facilitate -the o her and his attraction toward the other

person The experimenter termi-- ed the experiment whe_ the mid-task

questIonnaire was completed. The sUbject was, then fully debriefed.

Results

An injtlal analysis was conducted to determine the effectiveness of, ,

the power of the person and the social interaction inductions. In order

to determine whether subjects in the low-power and high-power conditions

acsurately perceived which person had more power, subjects were asked

on the mid7task questionnaire to indicate which person (Person 1 or

son 2) they believed had more power in the situation. Results

indicated that 84.4% of the low-power subjects perceived Person 2 to be

more powerful and that 95.5% of the h gh-power persons perceived Person 2
\

be more powerful. With regard to the:extent to which subjects felt

that their relationship with the other person was competitive, a 2 X 3

analysis of variance yielded, as expected, a significant main effect

due to social-interaction (F 10.58, df 2/84, p < .01). Subjects who

interacted with another who consistently cropeted 5.30) perceived

the relationship to be significantly (p < .05) more competitive than

did subjects who interac ed with another who consistel y cooperated

3.40). Thus, it can be concluded that the treatment conditions

were successfully implemented.

Motivation for _Cognitive Peyspective-Taking

Low-power subjects were expected to express more inte e in information

about the other per on's intentions than ikre high-power subjects.

In supportnf Hypothesis II the analysis yielded a significant main

effect for relative Tower of the person (F 4 .06, df 1/84, p < .05).
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Low-pbwer subjects (X 4.22) rated their interest in taking the

--

other's cognitive perspective as greater than the high-power subjects

= 3.56) prior to and during the social interaction.

sr

10

According to Che second hypothesis, o power aubJectB were

expected to make more cooperative choices, be _wore willing to- facilitate

the other's oUtcomes, and be more attracted io the other to the extent

that the other had acted cooperatively. High-power aubjecta, in contrast,

-e ixpected to be,unaffected by the low-p wer persou's previous

c operation or competition. Three 21 3 analyses of varianci ere

ondudted on the total -umber of cooperative choices, tntent/Ions _o

te, and attraction in Order to test this hypothesis,11 Lf. the

expected interaction was found, the Wholly'5igni_icant Differenc

ehnique (see Games, 1971) was Used to conduct the appropriate

111) CeEt

The ana ysis of the total number of cooperative choIces yielded a

maineffect for power (P 6.77, df 1184, p < .05), a main effect for

social interasction (F 5.76 df 2/84, p < .05), and an inteiactive

effecebetween power and social interaction F 5.51 df 2/84, :

05). Follow-up tests indicated that the low-power subjects made more-

tooperative choices when th Oher person consistently-cooperated-(R 5.33)
\

khan when the other consistently competed (R 0 1.80) (t 0 6.49,.df 84,

.01).' Low-power subjects who interacted with another who

alternatively Toperated and competed (R 3.87) made more cooperative

.-hoices than low-power subjects who i

onsistently co peted (X 1.80). (

addition low-power subjects who were co

ted with Another who

df -- 84, .05). In

ntly cooperated with



o perative choices then did high4ower imbjec

who Lre consistently codperated With Sli.*2.13Y (t 5.72, df *

/.

P .01): 1410 significant 4iffixences among the conditions of the highr.:
,

.
=

power sUbjects we e found.- These results support Hypotheeis ha

!-0.7-- The 2 X3 analysis on the inteht tQ factitta

d main'effect-for social interaction (F

Tand an-rffteractive effect.between sOcial in

-'2/84 p C 05): In eupport of -Hypothesis-lib, the follow

%Indicated that low4Tower subjects eho.were consistently coope

-(X * 2,80),expressed more deSire to- fecilitatie the other than d
,

lo.-pot,er subjects who were Consistently competed with (X * 5.40)

(c 500e df *84, p C .01).) low-pOwer subjects:who interacted

,another,WhO. alternativel1y cooperAted and-competed (X *-3,73)- expressed

the other person th 'did loi-power

.

who interaced-witkatotherWm- consistently competed (X * 5.40)

facilitate

3.40, df 84, .05). Again, for the high-power subject

nt differencei were found among he treatmenti.

.071he analysis of,veriance on attriction yielded a main.mffect for

social
-

interadtiOn.

effecCbetween socia

5.11., df 2/84, p < 01) and an "interactive

eraction=and power. (P *- 1.30, df.* 2/84, P

_.01), In support of Hypothesis Ilc, follow-up teats indieated that the

ow-power subject bo were consis wetly cooperated with ( T* 2.20)

like the!otherperson more thin 41._ subjects who were-alternatively_

-

cooperated ahd ceimPeted With (X- 26) ( *,84, p< .01
_ - - -

'and 1ow-powe_snO

n, low-power S
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=.2.20),.re1a\t_ve to high-power subjgcts R m,3.13), liked

ler person mpre who interacted

mapvTativi manner 4.42, df

differenCe was found

subjects.

h them in a consistently

05). No Significant

conditidas of=the highOower

---Aesults his study sum:ion the hypotIesis that low-power persons,

pared wIh high-power persops,:have aiiighei level,of motivative.,
-

_ Lake the othe 's-cognitive:perspective. -*cross all types of sociar

interaction, the low-power subjects rated their intetest,in obtaining 7

information about the other person's intentions as significantly greater

than did high-powei subjects.- This result supports Thomas, Frank, and

CalOnica's! (1972) contention that low-power persons are interested in
' I

perspective-taking (and are more accurate-perspeCtive.--tekers)L-because
,

they need to understand aad predict the high-power-pereon's actions i

order to reduce their endertaitity about their future outcomes

valueY. In addition, power subjects in this ion May have been

-interested in the other's perspective so they could adt in ways that

e
inCreased their outcomes (outcome yalue).

In contrast-to interest n the othe ve perspective, the

low-power-persons' co'peratIvenese Was. affected. by the highpower

pe son's Cooperative/and competitive,behavior. v4-power

ILted e Coopera ively, liked the other more,,and-,We e
.

elp the other to the extent that the, Otber had-cooperated-with

the low-power pers n-s c nsistent cooperation, consistent competition,

alternating cooperation and Competition did not significently.
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h-power sobiLets' behavior, willingness

itArJet n. These results suggest that unequal power c "corrupt"

I

,

relationships in that high-Power persons may be largely indifferent

, (

various actions of the low-power persons, at least to the strategies

ed in this study.

Considerable research has suggested'fhat unifOrmily cooperatiVe.

choices (the Uncoditionally cooperative strategy) often provokes-

exploit ion, not,cooperation from the other,(e..geotsch Epstein

Canavan, 6 Cumpert 1967). cenclusion is based largely on research:

h persons- of equal power. Results Of this study qualify this/

conclusion by suggesting that an unconditionally cooperative-strategy

v

may elicit cooperation when employed by a high-power persdn, though-

this strategy may be m'uch less effective when lred by a low-power

per on. Presumably, the low-power person -does not

unconditionally cooperatIve high-power person. _for fear of costly

exploit an_

retaliation.

Much h- research Ajn-Terspeetive-takin 'used on childre-

perspective-taking ebility endits.correlates. Littiidevelópmental

social psycholegical research has identified.the,conditiOnS u d

which perspectivert king.aCtUally OccUrs, flavell-(1974)

that children _ually'ara able

has argued

take anOther's.perspective4 but often

do bdt even wht-n- it would beuseful for them to d9 o. Indeed,

r old:Children have been-feund.to be;ahle _ snotherls
-

pective (Berke, 1971). Although:the results oU this Study shduld-

.

eplicated with'children, theY.AuPPOrt the idea that a child

dependeicw.-upon end involvement'with otherA ihdreasWhievoilvatiba

understand tht intentions of others.

15



Results also give some indirect sup
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accoby (1959

of Politer

art -ent that a Chiles dependence increases hIs role-taking ef orts.

Maccooy argued that a dependent child anticipates the high-power

parent's beha ior when this behavior can mediate his

and goals rhe child covertly rehearses his own req

14

_sent needs

ting behavior

and the etxpected responses and other behaiiiors of the'adult and,

under certain'conditions, the'child overtly performs these behaviors .

According to Maccoby, iMit ion is a coneequenceof the dependen

child's heightened interest: in the intentions and expec ad:behaviors

the powerful adult.

The arrogance of the powecful and the vig_lance of the:less

powerful may reflect unequal motives for Cognitive perspectivetaking

and for responding to the others coOpe ative behavior. Low-Tower

-4ons may often.muster their resources .to determine the high-Power

pets -' intentions and tO reciprocate his behtvior uhereae high-Tower

ns ar-Cindifferent to the ithei _ intentions and hehav or. .Results

this Study help to exPl in why high-power persons.are-often seen as

un esponsive and indeed ignorant of the Views of-the /low-poster persOns.

i Research could explore the strategies which low-power persons can

vation to take their

per pective and (b) responsiveness to their coope ive teatures

employ to augment the highpower persons (-
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Figure 1

Note: The outcome for Person 1 is the


